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Features Key:
Command authority. Drive history, victory and territorial

aggression. Master your opponents and their servants via a system
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of musical alerts. Show them who’s boss and build the most
powerful dynasty of all time.

Tactical savvy. Bartering, fleet deployment and the acquisition of
specialized forces make hard decisions simple. Build a superior

MegaBots with a diverse roster of stars and resources.
Soundtrack & master score. Bring strategic direction into the
music with numerous compositions by Ujisawa. Master the plan,

inspire your army, trigger the music of a galaxy at war. Play along
with the music and phrasebook!

An impossible challenge. Play against up to three AI rivals in
multiplayer to become the ruler of your domain. Truly global games
with delayed transit and player lag free gameplay set the standard

for strategy on demand.

Mid-80s strategy Classic turns 25 on 2019!
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What's new:

 Compositions 1.4.0 Version 1.4.0 has
been uploaded. Changes in this
release (2017-10-29) UI Fixes Fixed a
bug in the «just mouse over the
portrait» filter. Improved the UI of the
«export to online soundtrack» dialogs
in case of split VSTs. Added an option
in «Overworld Map» to show the policy
center. Now users of the «D&D 5E star
map» theme can get a full overview of
the game map. Addressed a bug in
«create mission-call», where a
«replace current interface with blank
window» was done when a missions
where created. Addressed a bug of
«export events to online soundtrack»
that caused errors in case of mission
creations that was missing an
«include both continents». The
«export clipboard events» option
didn’t work with the «Classic top-
down.» mission. Allow the users to
export their custom UI buttons, by
right clicking on a UI button. UI
Proposals The «Sound Monitor» log
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and «Sound Monitor» window show
the averages of the samples. The
«Listening» window now allows a user
to export all possible audio-related
interface options as plugins. When
opened from the «listening» window a
user can right click on the «read
sample» button to view all the audio-
related options. The «Modify favourite
Audio Interfaces» is useful if the
«Audio Settings» dialog is open. It
also shows all the available audio-
related options when open from the
«SoundMonitor» window. Toggling UI
buttons. Addressing a bug that caused
blue field mouseover events in
«Attack Line». The «D&D 5e star map»
map now has more dedicated buttons
if the user right clicks on the «View
Planet Info». Also, when right clicked
on one of the displayed planets, the
user gets the «Create Mission» option.
Addressing «Descriptive names of UI
buttons». The «Descriptive names of
UI buttons» are now correctly
localized thanks to a new localization
package. The «Main Menu» dialog has
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now a «Toggle buttons» field to let a
user toggle the visibility of a UI
button. Addressing a player
experience issue where a limit of
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REQUIREMENTS

Microsoft Windows 32bit or 64bit
1GB of RAM
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System Requirements For Master Of Orion:
Soundtrack Amp; Score:

* Microsoft Windows® 8, 7, Vista, XP SP2 and higher. * CPU: 1.6 GHz
or higher with 1 GB RAM or higher. * Storage: 5 MB available space.
* Monitor: 1024 x 768 resolution or higher. * Web Browser: Internet
Explorer 8 or higher. * Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card
with 24-bit or higher resolution. * Keypad: Joystick with Keypad
support. * Controller: Keyboard and mouse are recommended.
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